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1. Categories 
and channels 
are shifting and it’s 
good news for natural



Natural and MULO channels receive COVID boost

1) SPINS, MULO, Natural Enhanced, Convenience, 4 WE 4/19/2020

Dollars Change Index by Channel From February to April 20201

Both channels saw pantry-loading boom in March, followed by slight declines in April



COVID impact on categories relevant to HEI

1) SPINS, MULO, 4 WE 4/19/2020

Dollars Change Index of Select Categories From February to April 20201

Many categories saw pantry-loading boom in March, followed by slight declines in April



1) U.S. Census Bureau Advance Monthly Sales; Seasonally Adjusted; Food and Beverage Stores & Food Services and Drinking Places
2) What We Eat in America, NHANES 2015-2016, individuals 2 years and over (excluding breast-fed children)

U.S. Monthly Retail vs. Restaurant Sales1

Retail food increases from restaurant decline
What will be the ‘new normal’ baseline increase for CPG?

• On average, Americans’ calorie consumption at 
home is 2x that of away from home2

• This means that every $1.00 of lost Restaurant 
sales is equivalent to a $0.50 increase in 
Grocery sales

• Therefore, the $17.4B decrease in restaurant 
sales is equivalent to $8.7B in grocery sales

• The remaining gain in Grocery sales is 
attributable to pantry loading



Opportunity for healthier eating at home
At home and restaurant eating habits similar by macronutrient

At Home: Average % of Calories Consumed by 
Macronutrient1

Away From Home: Average % of Calories Consumed by 
Macronutrient1

1) What We Eat in America, NHANES 2015-2016, individuals 2 years and over (excluding breast-fed children)



Millennials and Gen Z – opportunity for CPG
Potential for incremental customers given less foodservice options

U.S. Males: % of Calories Consumed by Location U.S. Females: % of Calories Consumed by Location

1) What We Eat in America, NHANES 2015-2016, individuals 2 years and over (excluding breast-fed children)



• Difficulty assessing baseline 
sell-through makes it difficult for 
investors to project the future

• Brands can use data to validate 
baseline velocity and run rate

• Be creative – WFM portal, weekly 
retailer POS, distributor inventory, 
online/D2C

• Category and other brand 
performance can validate trends

Baseline
Brand

Performance

Traditional 
Sell-Through 

(SPINS)

Case Studies 
and Anecdotal 

Evidence

Alternative / 
Supplemental Data

Seek velocity data from all available sources 
Investor interest will increase with certainty



2. Health matters to 
everyone but we 
don’t currently 
serve everyone



Health matters more now than ever
People are prioritizing personal (and environmental) health

Source: New Hope 
Network NEXT Data 
and Insights survey of 
n~1,000 collected 
week of April 13, 2020, 
using a convenience 
sample directionally 
representative of U.S. 
consumers ages 18-65, 
weighted by age, 
gender, and region.



Remaining in regular contact with friends

Proactively managing my health

Getting regular exercise

Eating healthy food

Taking dietary supplements and vitamins

Buying organic certified product

Less Important More ImportantQ: Would you say _______ is more or less 
important to you today than it was in 2019?

Source: New Hope Network NEXT Data and Insights survey of n~1,000 collected week of April 13, 2020, using a convenience sample 
directionally representative of U.S. consumers ages 18-65 weighted by age, gender, and region.

12%

10%

7%
11%

20%
13%

Health matters more now than ever
Healthy eating and natural products deemed more important 



Health matters more now than ever
Do your products deliver real, accessible nutrition?

A DOZEN 
COUSINS

BEYOND 
BROTH

GOOD FOOD 
FOR GOOD

Nutritional call out: low sodium,
packed with science-backed herbs

to support wellness
Nutritional call out: 

no added sugar,
lower sodium

Nutritional call out: healthy fats,
culturally accessible



All white, mostly male leadership won’t cut it
Does your company have the diverse leadership needed to know 
how to serve an increasingly diverse population?

Source: Associated Press, 2013. Chart shows population projections by race and ethnicity

The U.S. 
population is 
moving toward a 
white minority 
within 25 years



All white, mostly male leadership won’t cut it
Does your company have the diverse leadership needed to know 
how to serve an increasingly diverse population?

Source: JEDI Collaborative 
and New Hope Network 
Benchmarking Survey of U.S. 
natural products companies,
conducted Q4 2019



All white, mostly male leadership won’t cut it
Smaller companies are doing better when it comes to engaging 
women leaders 

Source: JEDI Collaborative 
and New Hope Network 
Benchmarking Survey of U.S. 
natural products companies,
conducted Q4 2019



All white, mostly male leadership won’t cut it
Smaller companies are doing better when it comes to engaging 
people of color in leadership

Source: JEDI Collaborative 
and New Hope Network 
Benchmarking Survey of U.S. 
natural products companies,
conducted Q4 2019



Could J.E.D.I. help us boost industry growth 
as we serve more people?
U.S. Natural & Organic Products industry grew est. 5.3% to 
$230.7B in 2019; down from 6.5% growth in 2018

Source: Nutrition Business Journal ($mil, consumer sales)



Want to know 
more about 
J.E.D.I.?

Check out the Jedicollaborative.com for 
resources and to make your own commitments to 
justice, equity, diversity & inclusion



3. Now is the time 
to invest in 
sustainability



Sustainability is a long-term brand investment

1983: Organic Innovator

Your Brand

2020: Sustainable Supply Chain

• Founded in 1983 – Authentically embraced organic

• Agriculture policy in 80s focused on single crop 
quantity – not organic

• Organic food was nascent – hit $1b in US food 
sales in 1990

• Whole Foods a “driver” of organic – had 12 stores in 
1991 – IPO in 1992

What Does This Mean for You?

• Implementing sustainable supply chain practices 
early on as part of your brand ethos could serve as 
your competitive advantage

• Consumer increasingly driving demand for 
sustainability in supply chain – Regen Ag and 
packaging

Stonyfield’s stewardship in organic is a proxy for regen ag and packaging today



Regenerative agriculture is a long-term brand 
sustainability investment with many winners 

1) UN Population Estimate Data, July 2019 
2) CIA World Factbook
3) Lal 2010; “Beyond Copenhagen: mitigating climate change and achieving food security through soil carbon sequestration”

Regenerative Agriculture 
Improves Crop Yields3

Therefore increasing the 
productivity of an extremely 

valuable asset

The U.S. Has Significant 
Arable Land Assets Compared 

to Population1,2

This positions the U.S. to be a 
dominant food exporter

Growing World Population 
Highlights Growing Agriculture 

Needs
World population will grow from 

7.8B today to 10B+ by 20601



$245B
Natural Products

Consumer Sales, 2020E1,2

$122B
Industry Revenue, 

2020E3

$24B
Industry Trade 
Spend, 2020E3

x50%
Retail Markup3

x20%
Trade Spend3

Trade spend is a brand investment opportunity

1) Nutrition Business Journal
2) “Natural Products” defined as food, beverage, clothing, personal care, pet food, household products and flowers 
3) Whipstitch illustrative estimates

Excess budgets could be invested in marketing and sustainability

Marketing & 
Sustainability Trade Spend

Long-term Short-term



4. Trust means 
more now than 
ever before



Consumer trust means more now than ever
New research shows people are divided on whom to trust right now



Consumer trust means more now than ever
People are looking to big companies to keep food on the shelves



Consumer trust means more now than ever
What can you do today to engender trust with consumers?

SPINDRIFTOTAMOTNATURE’S PATH



Collaboration will see you through tough times
You have more experienced people to collaborate with than ever 
before, even amongst competitors



Consumers want to build a better future together
Survey: More people feel united and motivated to build a fairer and 
more compassionate world than do those who feel the opposite

Q: Thinking about the social impact of COVID-19 which of following best describes your motivation for the future. Do you 
feel we are more divided and weakened or more united and stronger?

Source: New Hope Network NEXT Data and Insights survey of n~500 collected week of May 4, 2020, using a 
convenience sample directionally representative of U.S. consumers ages 18-65, weighted by age, gender, and region.



Consumers want to build a better future together
Survey: More people feel united and motivated to build a fairer and 
more compassionate world than do those who feel the opposite

Q: Thinking about the social impact of COVID-19 which of following best describes your motivation for the future. Do you 
feel more motivated to restart things as they were or motivated to build a fairer and more compassionate world?

Source: New Hope Network NEXT Data and Insights survey of n~500 collected week of May 4, 2020, using a 
convenience sample directionally representative of U.S. consumers ages 18-65, weighted by age, gender, and region.



Thank you!


